
Cognate BioServices Boosts
Drug Discovery and Business via FileCloud

 “The multi-tenancy feature is great. 

It solves our problem and saves a lot of resources.

With one virtual machine, we take care of all the data rooms”

Cognate BioServices

Security Easy to Manage Cost Savings

Offers secure collaboration to meet the 
demanding requirements for developing 
cell-based and regenerative medicine products 
and technologies 

Use single FileCloud installation to  spin-up 
many different FileCloud sites and make VDRs 
independently available.

Delivers enterprise-grade security and features 
at an attractive price point.  

Karim Khoury 



Cognate BioServices Boosts Drug Discovery and 
Business via FileCloud

Virtual Data Rooms as the Way Forward for Collaboration

For companies and institutions looking for scientific and management expertise in cell-based product development, 

Cognate BioServices is a reference in the industry. The firm provides full development and manufacturing services 

that respect the current Good Manufacturing Practice (cGMP) promulgated by the US Food and Drug Administration. 

With its highly experienced staff and project success track record, Cognate BioServices is one of the best qualified 

contract manufacturers of cell-based products anywhere in the world. 

The company’s custom services cover all phases of clinical and commercial development. It helps its clients to 

accelerate and streamline pre-clinical studies, clinical trials, and full production. Project confidentiality and informa-

tion security are essential for Cognate BioServices and its clients. They guarantee consumer and patient safety, as 

well as satisfactory returns on investments. 

With clients and projects spanning across different continents, Cognate BioServices needed a secure, robust, 

cost-effective method to collaborate. The solution had to avoid the need to travel, yet be available at any time. The 

virtual data room (VDR) is a concept that fits these requirements. As a secure virtual space for holding data of any 

kind, a VDR typically runs on a server connected to a network and may only be accessed by those who are authorized 

to do so.

Documents and files can be consulted and managed in confidence without restriction on times or locations. 

However, the requirements for resources to run multiple VDRs for multiple clients can be a braking factor, unless the 

VDR solution has been properly designed for efficiency and performance.

More Productivity. 
More Efficiency. 

More Security. 
More Value.

www.getfilecloud.com
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Improve document collaboration 
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vendors, suppliers and partners



PROJECT 2

Cognate BioServices Searches for the Right VDR

As Karim Khoury of Cognate BioServices explains, the company was looking for one system able to accommodate 

multiple and separate virtual data rooms. External clients and consultants would then be able to collaborate more 

efficiently with the company’s internal team. Different VDR solutions had been evaluated or considered. However, 

they fell short of expectations for many different reasons. Open source software was “clunky” and lacked a suitable 

user interface. Proprietary systems were consumer-grade solutions that were not adapted for enterprise use. They 

also had significant shortcomings in their auditability and granularity of access control.
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FileCloud Meets the Requirements with Secure Multitenancy
Besides offering the ease of use, confidentiality, and enterprise management functionality that Cognate BioServices 

wanted, FileCloud was also the solution of choice thanks to its advanced multitenancy. Khoury says, “The multi-ten-

ancy feature is great. It solves our problem and saves a lot of resources. With one virtual machine, we take care of all 

the data rooms instead of needing a separate VM server for each room.” Cognate BioServices can, therefore, use a 

single installation of FileCloud, yet still make many different FileCloud sites and VDRs independently available. A 

multiple site management interface helps the “superadmin” user at Cognate BioServices to set storage quotas per 

VDR, maximum user limits and individual user access privileges, tracking usage, security events, and much more.
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Hitting the Ground Running for Clients at Any Stage

See How FileCloud Can Help Your Business Today

Cognate prides itself on being able to “hit the ground running” at virtually any developmental stage. FileCloud virtual 

data rooms are now instrumental in making that happen. The secure, efficient collaboration through VDRs helps the 

company’s clients to meet the demanding requirements for developing cell-based and regenerative medicine 

products with a shorter time to market. The attractive pricing and enterprise-grade features of FileCloud already 

make it a favorite with Cognate. User friendliness, built-in backup facilities and strong security, including 2-factor 

authentication, add to its popularity with Cognate BioServices and its clients alike. Moving confidential discussions 

securely to FileCloud VDRs is further facilitated by the wide range of devices supported by FileCloud. These include 

PCs, Android, Blackberry, iOS, and Windows devices.

Pharmaceutical and healthcare companies are just one business category already leveraging the wide-ranging 

advantages of FileCloud, both in the cloud and on-premises. Financial institutions, power utilities, government 

agencies, and hospitality and leisure enterprises are also users of FileCloud, among others. 

FileCloud’s extensive, reliable, secure functionality, ease of integration and renowned support team all add up to the 

cost-effective solution for file share, sync, and mobile access preferred by so many.

Contact us at FileCloud today and take advantage of 

our free 14-day trial to see what FileCloud can do 

for your business. www.getfilecloud.com

Save on IT costs needed to 
support legacy systems such as 
VPN and FTP file servers

Reduce costs associated with 
data security and regulatory 
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